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Primetals Technologies Limited, a new joint venture between Mitsubishi-Hitachi
Metals Machinery and Siemens VAI Metals Technologies, unites the world’s top
experts in steel technology, from “upstream” skills in iron and steelmaking to
“downstream” strengths in rolling and processing. It’s a ‘dream team’ arriving on
the scene just when the world’s steelmakers most need help – because steel now faces
a crisis unprecedented in its long history.

A ‘dream team’ sets
out to save steel
from a historic crisis
Steel has been the king of industry since the dawn of
the Industrial Revolution, indispensable to the making
of myriad items of modern life. Steelmaking capacity
was long regarded as a prime measure of national
strength. And where conditions were right for
making it, the world’s great industrial cities grew.
The fundamental rules for success in steel were a
staple question on high school geography exams
for generations. It was all about location: a
production site where iron ore, coal and limestone
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could be combined in a place where manufacturers
needed finished steel.
Today, however, even the most logistically sweet
spot no longer ensures success as steelmakers
face a crisis unprecedented in 200 years. For
producers worldwide, Rule #1 has suddenly
become “evolve or die.” Their urgent question is:
“Who can help, and how?”
Against this backdrop, MHI and Siemens merged
their metals technology operations in a new joint

venture, Primetals Technologies. Launched in
January 2015, the company unites the world’s top
talent in primary steelmaking technology – the
“upstream” – with the leading experts in
“downstream” metalworking. Backed by a global
service network, they offer steelmakers a
comprehensive suite of innovative solutions and a
peerless R&D pipeline.
If anyone can rescue the world’s steelmakers,
this may be the team to do it. The “how” part –
You can also view this on the “MHI Graph” page of MHI’s website
(http://www.mhi-global.com/discover/graph/index.html).

solutions offered by Primetals Technologies – is
what this article will explore. But grasping the
“how” first requires an understanding of the matrix
of threats confronting steel. They boil down to four
key challenges: greenhouse gases, global glut,
scrap and alternate materials.
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It was coal, abundant and cheap,
that powered the
Climate
Industrial Revolution – and coal
change
remains a key eleand coal
ment of the global
energy mix. But as
coal burning produces significantly
higher harmful emissions than other
hydrocarbons, pressure to reduce or
eliminate it is growing in step with
concern over climate change.
Today, coal is used mainly to generate electricity or to make steel. But
there is a critical difference between
the two applications. “Thermal coal”
used in power generation is merely a
source of heat that can be replaced
with cleaner fuels, such as natural gas.
In steelmaking, while coal is likewise a
heat source, the higher carbon content of “metallurgical” or “coking”
coal is essential to the chemistry of the
process. With most of the currently
installed technology steel cannot be
made from scratch without coal.
So while coal could be eliminated in
power generation, steelmakers have
few alternatives. But as steel mills
account for more than six percent of
global CO2 emissions, producers realize that will not excuse them from
pressure to cut coal use.

Challenge
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SOLUTIONS

MAKING MORE WITH LESS

As steelmakers seek ways to reduce their
carbon footprint, the ideal solutions are those
that also help them produce better steel at
lower cost – and the best way to do that is to
make more steel with less coal, meeting
multiple goals with each investment. Primetals Technologies
offers several useful solutions.
Keeping it endlessly hot with ESP One of the best

potential ways to boost efficiency and cut emissions is
eliminating the waste involved in repeatedly heating and cooling
materials. Get it hot, keep it hot and keep it moving – from liquid
steel to hot rolled coil. This tightly integrated approach is the key
concept in the Endless Strip Production (ESP) process invented
by Arvedi of Italy and realized by Primetals Technologies. The
most significant steel technology advance in decades, ESP cuts
energy use by 45 percent with a corresponding cut in CO2
emissions. Instead of being cooled and stored, liquid steel is
continuously cast and fed straight into the rolling line to produce
uniform and homogeneous strip in flexible widths and
thicknesses. Material temperature can be precisely controlled to
produce advanced steel grades. The benefits are manifold, from
reduced energy use and emissions through quicker process time
to improved product quality to a smaller plant footprint.
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Filtering flue gas Another answer is

to install an air-quality control system
(AQCS).
The MHI Group’s AQCS is a multilayered
approach to flue gas treatment, comprising
selective catalytic NOx reduction system
(SCR), electrostatic precipitator (EP),
flue gas desulfurization system (FGD) and
CO2 recovery. The SCR removes nitrogen
oxide from flue gas and EP removes the dust.
FGD then removes the sulfur dioxide that
produces acid rain. Finally, the remaining
CO2 is captured and sequestered.
The MHI Group has its own
technology, so called “KM-CDR
Process®” in order to remove CO2,
and is currently constructing the
world largest post combustion CO2
recovery plant in Texas (U.S.).
Based on this, work is now
underway to develop highly reliable
and commercially viable
environmental solutions that will
allow steelmakers to significantly
reduce harmful emissions.

Visit the “MHI Graph” page on MHI’s website
(http://www.mhi-global.com/discover/graph/index.html) to view video clips.

Direct and efficient Conventional
steelmaking comprises sintering
(agglomerating iron ore) and
coke-making (processing metallurgical
coal to near-pure carbon) before hot
metal is smelted. As both steps are
energy and emissions intensive and add
complexity, eliminating them could mean
a great leap forward. Primetals
Technologies is the only supplier offering
off-the-shelf solutions to that end: the
COREX® and FINEX® processes.
COREX directly uses non-coking coal
as the fuel/reducing agent and lump
ore/pellets as the iron oxide feed. It is
less costly to install than similar
conventional plants, more flexible, less
energy-intensive and produces less
emissions. Seven COREX plants have
already been built in four countries.
FINEX, jointly developed by Primetals
Technologies and Posco, the South
Korean steelmaker, takes COREX a step
further. Two FINEX plants now operating
at Posco’s Pohang steelworks are
producing iron at 15 percent less cost
than similar conventional facilities due to
their ability to process low grade oxide
fines and coal fines. The FINEX
demonstration plant, successfully in
operation for more than 10 years, is
currently planned to be relocated to India.
Even though COREX and FINEX were
both commercialized at a time
when few new mills were built beyond
China, existing producers are expected
to adopt these newer processes as the
initial plants prove themselves and
stricter environmental regulations force
them to reinvest.
More power, less CO2 from
exhaust gas One promising way to

increase energy efficiency and reduce CO2
emissions is to install Blast Furnace Gas
(BFG) fired Gas Turbine Combined Cycle
(GTCC). This technology can achieve
greater efficiency and produce approximately 35 percent more power with
about a 35 percent reduction of
CO2 emissions (per kWh) than
Boiler Turbine Generators
(BTGs) technology. The key is
the ability to burn low-caloric
BFG in gas turbines, a
technology pioneered by
Mitsubishi Hitachi Power
Systems with more than two
million hours of operating
experience in the world.

A generation ago, steel was sheltered by tariff walls that
limited competition to battling for market share within
national markets. But with trade liberalization steel has
Glut in a
become a global commodity, which means competition
market now can now come from anywhere.
Then came China’s spectacular rise. A relatively
global
minor producer 30 years ago, China produced
nearly 822 million metric tons of steel in 2013, half
the global total of 1.649 billion tons. As booming demand shifted to
China, producers elsewhere were left with idle plants: only 73 percent of
global capacity was in use in 2013. But that quickly worsened as China’s
economy began to cool. In 2015,
with global steel production dropping by an estimated 1.7 percent
to just over 1.5 billion tons, prices
plunged as Chinese steelmakers
exported surplus product.
So just at the moment that society demands steelmakers invest to
overcome climate change, market
forces demand they slash costs in
order to survive. Still, that’s not the
end of the dilemma.

Challenge
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SOLUTIONS

MAKING IT THROUGH A HARSH BUSINESS CYCLE

Steel’s current harsh business climate is forcing many
makers to close older, unprofitable mills. But keeping
even the best facilities open is a daunting challenge:
costs must be cut to the bone; aging equipment must
be kept running; and skilled staff cannot be replaced as

they retire.
In this bind, many are turning to Primetals Technologies as a “life-cycle
partner,” extending the company’s role from a supplier of plant and equipment to a provider of proactive maintenance. In many cases, maintenance
can be enhanced and labor needs reduced through automation – with the
crucial added benefit of greater workplace safety. To that end, Primetals
Technologies offer a variety of advanced ICT solutions that allow processes to be automatically and continuously monitored from a safe distance.
Another strategy is moving up-market into higher-value-added niches
where competition is less intense. Here again, Primetals Technologies can
help, working closely with producers to increase process efficiency and
develop new products.
One particular target for improvement is “pickling,” chemically removing
surface impurities like rust or scale from steel. The company’s Jet Pickling
technology offers process speed at twice the rate of conventional deepbath pickling. Meanwhile, new “i – BOX” pickling technology has been developed that needs no jet stream but still achieves the same process
speed as Jet Pickling.
There is further scope for downstream improvement in rolling steel strip.
The new line of ultramodern rolling facilities supplied by Primetals Technologies for a new finishing mill at Usiminas, Brazil, features stands equipped with
pair cross rolls and work roll shifting in a tandem arrangement that results in
steel strips of highly precise thickness.
At this time the company’s newly developed Cross Seam Welder (CSW)
system can be applied to downstream cold mills to provide instant steel
plate welding and contribute to much higher rolling process efficiency.
Above all, now is the time to plan ahead. In a cyclical business like steel
everyone knows the tough times will eventually end. But winners in the
next up-cycle will have to be vastly more efficient: energy frugal, environmentally immaculate, automated, flexible and faster.
2016 No.180
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After 200 years of smelting steel in ever-growing volumes, the world has mountains of scrap that are retrieved ever-more efficiently. That should spell opportunity, since recycling scrap uses less energy than making steel from scratch with
From scrap iron ore and coking coal. But there are barriers to overcome.
In conventional steelmaking, scrap is added to molten iron – but only limited
or from
amounts can be used without over-cooling the mixture. So most scrap today is
scratch?
recycled in electric-arc furnaces by so-called “minimills” that are relatively cheap
and viable on a smaller scale. Plus, they burn no coal – at least not directly. But
as huge amounts of electricity are required – 425 kWh per ton of liquid steel – minimills have less of
an environmental edge if that power is generated with thermal coal. Another drawback is that while
minimills are potent competitors in lower-grade products like structural steel, 100 percent scrap is
not suitable for making high-grade specialty steels.
So conventional producers need new ways to use more scrap while minimills need to harness
greener power with higher efficiency and move up the value chain.

Challenge
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SOLUTIONS

MAKING THE MOST OF SCRAP

Scrap metal is normally used to produce lower grades (like
structural steel) and not high-grade specialty steels. So as
steelmaking continues to follow two separate paths, scrap will
be a key element either way, and Primetals Technologies offers
solutions for both routes.

Equipment and
arrangement of
the Jet Process

Jet process allows more
scrap To cut CO2 emissions

and boost efficiency, conventional
producers would like to use more
scrap, but current converter
technology limits them to about 20
percent. The Jet Process raises that
to 50 percent or even higher by
blasting coal, oxygen and lime into
the converter in order to burn the
coal with very high efficiency. By
releasing the coal’s energy with
greater intensity, much more scrap
can be melted. Benefits include
significantly lower CO2 emissions
along with enhanced operational
flexibility.

Pebble heater
Main blower

Burner

Hot-blast lance

Minimills, maximum
performance Primetals

Technologies offer end-to-end minimill
solutions focused on ultra-frugal use
of electricity (the key cost input) to
achieve maximum efficiency with
minimal emissions. The heart of this
concept is the EAF Quantum,
which uses 20 percent less power
than existing minimills. By ingeniously
recycling heat and exhaust gas to
pre-heat the next load of scrap,
power use is cut by 10 percent and
CO2 emissions are lowered. By
pairing this upstream efficiency with
the downstream advantages of Arvedi
ESP lines, minimills can turn scrap
into finished steel sheet coils in just
two hours.

Hot-blast

Bottom-blowing
converter

O2, C and lime
tuyeres

Visit the “MHI Graph” page on MHI’s website
(http://www.mhi-global.com/discover/graph/index.html) to view video clips.
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Steel’s strength, durability, workability and low cost made it the
unchallenged king of industry. That
Alternate
it’s also heavy did not matter much
until the 1940s when mass producmaterials
tion of aircraft spurred the rise of
lightweight aluminum. Still, aluminum’s high cost and low recyclability
has largely kept it from gaining market share in steel’s
most valuable market sector – until now.
As the average car contains 900 kilograms of steel, automakers buy 80 million tons of it annually – about five percent of global production. But as that five percent is one of

Challenge

4

the most valuable slices of the steel pie, it is market share
that steelmakers are determined to protect.
Automakers, though, now see weight reduction as the
easiest way to cut fuel consumption and emissions. So
every gram of steel going into new models is scrutinized
against aluminum and new carbon-composites developed
for aircraft. An even bigger threat is the advent of electric
vehicles that do away with heavy steel parts like engine
blocks, exhaust systems and gearboxes.
So steel’s nightmare scenario is fighting for a declining
share of auto components at a time when stricter environmental rules narrow the cost-to-weight ratio edge over
aluminum and carbon-composites.

Iron and Steelmaking Flow
Ironmaking

Steelmaking

Pellets

Iron Ore

Sinter
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READY WHEN
THE WORLD
IS, TO SOLVE
STEEL’S
DILEMMA
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Primary Products

Section Mill

SUPERIOR METALS FOR THE FUTURE

As automakers strive to reduce vehicle weight by questioning every gram of steel
versus aluminum and carbon composite alternatives, steelmakers are responding
with stepped-up R&D efforts. Among their goals is developing new products that
offer equal or better tensile strength with less weight – solutions like thinner steel
sheet and lighter but more rigid frames.
But here’s the rub: these sophisticated new products are trickier to make. To achieve the desired
mechanical properties with many new steels, heating and cooling must follow very precise gradients,
without fail. So producers are relying on the experts at Primetals Technologies to develop new
processes to build tomorrow’s super grades of steel – with immaculate environmental credentials.
Still, it is up to the customers to decide which material best suits their future needs – and no matter
which metal they choose, Primetals Technologies will be ready with state-of-the-art solutions. As well
as steel, the company offers technologies for aluminum, copper and other non-ferrous metals.
Whatever metal the world requires, the “dream team” is ready to provide.

Hot & Cold Rolling

Coke

Pig Iron

SOLUTIONS

Continuous Caster

In Japanese, we say “isseki ni cho.” In English, it’s “two
birds with one stone.” The concept of achieving two
seemingly contradictory goals with one pitch is universal.
This sums up the dilemma now shared by society and
the world’s steelmakers, our customers at Primetals
Technologies. On the one hand, modern society depends
on steel for countless products that enhance our
well-being. On the other, the world has reached
consensus on the imperative to reduce CO2 emissions, of
which coal has been identified as a major source. While
there are ready alternatives to coal in most industrial
applications, there are few in steelmaking, which accounts
for more than six percent of global CO2 emissions. To
complicate matters further, all steelmakers now face severe
business conditions that makes it difficult for them to invest in
new solutions.
At Primetals Technologies, this dilemma does not fill us with
despair, it motivates and even excites us. For we have in hand
the stone that can achieve both goals, solutions that can
radically cut CO2 emissions while producing better steel more
efficiently. In fact, we have not one but many stones, and more
in development. As you will discover in this article, all we need
is for steel-producing nations to provide their industries with
the means to invest in the future.
– Yasukuni Yamasaki
Chairman & CEO
Primetals Technologies Limited
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Leading
Player

Ensuring reliability under
extreme pressure: compressors
From oil and gas extraction through petrochemical production, compressors
are key components in the world’s energy infrastructure. Renowned for their
advanced technology and matchless reliability, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
Compressors Corporation’s (MCO) are the solution of choice for customers
around the world. Now responsible for production of MCO compressor
products, Kazuhito Tojo has a wealth of global experience. We interviewed
him to learn about his work philosophy and his thoughts on global expansion.

Interview with
an Innovator

Evolving as a global manufacturer
In April 2015, MCO-I began operations at a new plant
in Pearland, Texas, a suburb of Houston. A second
production site for compressors and turbines in addition
to the company’s main Hiroshima Machinery Works,
Pearland also functions as the hub for after-sales service
in the U.S. Tojo supervised the start-up of the new plant.

Q. Is there anything special about MCO’s compressors?
A. Yes, our products are known for their superior
reliability. That’s critical, because if a compressor goes
down, then the entire plant has to shut down, which
means a major loss for the customer. So we are very
thorough in our efforts to improve reliability – and
one key task is to do everything possible to limit rotor
vibration. To that end, we leverage our entire
knowledge base in precisely balancing the shape and
material composition of the impeller – which is the core
component. We pay close attention to the structure and
dimensions of each part in order to realize stable
rotation with minimal vibration. Our customers
notice the difference this makes, and many tell us:
“MCO’s compressors are extremely quiet.” Another
factor behind our reputation for reliability is that our
compressors can handle a wide range of conditions,
flexibly handling changing loads with high efficiency.

What is a centrifugal compressor?
It’s a device that uses an impeller
to generate centrifugal force that
compresses or pressurizes gasses,
such as CO2 and natural gas. It is
widely used in applications such as
petrochemical and natural gas
processing, oil refining, fuel gas for
electricity generation and pipelines.
Centrifugal compressor/steam turbine

▼

Superior reliability
recognized worldwide
Q.

How do customers use the compressors
you make?

A. Our compressors are used around the
world at oil refineries, LNG (liquefied
natural gas) and fertilizer plants, and at
power generating stations. At the heart of
these facilities, they play a key role in
supporting the world’s energy
infrastructure. Over the past few years,
during the shale-gas boom, the number of
orders we received jumped five-fold. For us,
it was an important challenge to support
the changing global demand for energy, and
it reaffirmed the importance of our work.

“I always try to be an optimist”
Q.

A. Back in 2002, we had to factory test an extremely
high-pressure compressor (20MPa) for gas injection
[technology to inject high-pressure gas deep
underground for recovery of oil/gas wells].
This required immense power, everything we could
muster in the Hiroshima Machinery Works, to test
run it for two and a half days. If something went
wrong it would have been a huge problem, but
thanks to our meticulous risk assessment from the
planning stage, the test was successful. I’ve often been
tasked with such difficult projects – challenges where
we faced many unknown factors – but I always
approach my job with a sense that, ‘this is something
only I can do.’ I always try to be an optimist.

Pick Up Innovator
Profile

Kazuhito Tojo
Assistant General Manager
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
Compressor International
Corp. (MCO-I)

After joining MHI in 1996, Tojo went straight into the
Machinery Production Dept., where most of his career
has involved factory testing of large-scale compressors.
In 2000, he was given responsibility for all compressor
business lines at MHI’s Hiroshima Machinery Works.
In 2013 he was given a fresh challenge: supervising
the launch of a new plant in Texas. After the
successful completion of that project he was
promoted to his current position in October 2015.
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What’s the most memorable project in your
career so far?

Q.

Q. What did you learn by working on the new
Texas plant?

A. I learned a lot about the cultural differences between
Japan and the U.S. In Japan, we prepare plans in units
of three months and one month, and further break
down processes in detail using weekly schedules. We
meet deadlines through the cooperation of everyone
on the team, and we train our personnel by passing
on learned craft techniques. In the U.S., by contrast,
the focus is more on personal responsibility, and if it
looks like a deadline might be missed, they respond
by quickly adding staff.
I believe we can and should improve performance
in both Japan and the U.S. by harnessing the best of
both approaches, rather than simply forcing everyone
to do things the Japanese way. The same goes for
manufacturing technology. I’d like to find ways we
can evolve as a global manufacturer by combining the
technology we have amassed over many years in
Hiroshima with what they have in the U.S.

Q. What are your priorities for the future?
A. As global energy demand is expected to continue
growing, I expect customers in a hurry to build new
plants are going to demand even faster delivery.
Although our new Texas plant has only just started
up, I believe we will have to build more production
sites around the world. I want to develop a system to
provide the same quality, price and quick delivery
everywhere, and make maintenance and after-sales
available immediately, for all customers, no matter
where in the world they are. In this way, I hope we
can aim to become a truly global company.

Now that you have overall responsibility for
production, what do you try to keep in mind?

A. I try to accurately assess the characteristics of my
team members in order to assign the right person to
the right task. Doing that requires good
communication at all times, so I try to understand not
only what’s going on at work, but what’s happening in
people’s private lives or family situation. That, plus I
always try to make decisions from a neutral position,
to remain calm at all times, to listen to other people’s
opinions and to collect information.
2016 No.180
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Japan, Southeast Asia, China, others

Domestic & overseas tire manufacturing plants

Harvesting the hidden energy
of garbage to benefit the environment

New mixing technology supports
production of fuel-efficient tires

Where garbage used to be seen as just waste, people are beginning to
view it as a valuable fuel source – especially as communities run out of
places to bury the ash left over from incineration.
At the waste-to-energy (WtE) facilities of Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries Environmental & Chemical Engineering (MHIEC)
stoker-type incineration plants with advanced incineration stability and
scalability are combined with the MHI Group’s power generation
technology to convert the energy in garbage into electricity with high
efficiency. Residual heat is used for district heating and cooling and to
warm public swimming pools.
By utilizing energy from waste at the gasification and ash melting
system, the remaining ash is converted into molten slag, which can be
used as road bed materials and for other applications.
Eco-friendly WtE facilities have been installed in communities across
Japan as well as in China, Southeast Asia and other regions, and
through technology for high-efficiency combustion reduce greenhouse
gas emissions and provide for reuse of residual ash.

22
Creating energy
from garbage!

By harnessing the heat
from waste
incineration, MHI
technology efficiently
generates electricity.

Life with MHI

Tires with high fuel-efficiency ratings have become increasingly
popular in Japan since the 2010 introduction of labeling
requirements. However, this has become a challenge for tire
makers because achieving the highest ratings requires that silica
be compounded into rubber via a mixing process that is difficult
to do with existing equipment.
Tire manufacturing is very complex, from the initial
production stage where carbon black and chemicals are kneaded
into the raw rubber, through forming processes and
vulcanization that establishes the final shape, to final quality
inspection. The initial mixing process has a major impact on
product quality.
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Machinery Technology
Corporation (MHIMT) has developed the Mitsubishi Internal
Mixer (MR-EX), an intermeshing mixer used to knead silica
into rubber. It overcomes the technical challenges of uniform
mixing and dispersion, while limiting rises in the rubber’s
temperature. A significant advance, the new system has drawn
close attention from tire makers worldwide.
In addition to contributing greater efficiency and lower energy
costs in manufacturing, the new system also contributes to the
environment through lower vehicle fuel consumption.

Japanese & overseas newspaper publishers

Bringing the latest news to readers!
Mitsubishi Newspaper Offset Press DIAMONDSPIRIT

Delivering high
For Japan’s newspapers, which boast a total circulation of roughly 45 million copies daily, it’s fresh
productivity in
news that counts and that freshness is a result of shorter print production time.
newspaper printing
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Printing & Packaging Machinery* (MHI-PPM) has
at a speed of
80,000 copies per
been advancing technologies for newspaper presses since 1964, about the time when
hour.
Japan was entering a period of high economic growth. Starting with its first letterpress
developed in 1964, MHI-PPM went on to develop the first newspaper offset press in
1966 with technologies that ushered in a new era of colorful newspapers.
While continuously enhancing its technologies in line with the needs of the
newspaper industry, MHI-PPM developed the DIAMONDSTAR in 2001, a press
featuring the world’s fastest printing speed at that time.
In addition to reduced makeready
The DIAMONDSPIRIT, launched in 2004, offers significant energy and resource
savings and cuts printing plate costs in half. The press is highly reputed for meeting today’s time, the DIAMONDSPIRIT offers
such improvements as lower energy
publishing demands and has been installed at a large number of newspaper printing
consumption and paper waste,
plants in Japan and other countries as well.
reduced operating noise, and a 50%
reduction in printing plate costs.
The DIAMONDSPIRIT contributes to improving print quality and boosting
productivity, while also increasing the timeliness of the news delivered to readers.
* By Mitsubishi Heavy Industries from 1964 until
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A key trend in tire
manufacturing today is the
shift to new intermeshing
mixers, like the MR-EX,
that revolutionize the
production process.

Machinery and equipment systems

MHI’s innovative technologies and outstanding products surround us, expanding across
land, sea, air and even out into space. The company is quietly supporting every aspect
of our daily lives with technologies from Japan-across the world and far beyond.

23

Mixes diverse
rubber materials
and compounds
uniformly

2010 at which time MHI-PPM was established
as a fully owned MHI Group company for all
business related to printing machinery and
paper converting machinery.

Shenzhen, China

24

Vibration control to keep China’s
second tallest high-rise from swaying in the wind

As extremely tall buildings probe ever higher into the
world’s skies, Shenzhen’s Ping An Finance Center,
scheduled for completion in 2016, is causing many eyes to
look up, way up, at the second tallest building in China and
the fourth tallest in the world.
Such extremely tall buildings can easily be affected by
severe winds, so limiting swaying is crucial. That’s why the
developers turned to Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
Mechatronics Systems for a vibration control device
featuring massive 300-ton weights.
When the building begins to sway in strong winds, sensors
equipped at the top of the building detect the motion and
the 300-ton weight is actuated to control by reflexive
reaction the movement according to instant computer
calculation and motor drive. The sway can be reduced to
approximately 60% through the action of the device, which
is required to ensure the livability, safety and reliability of
ultra-high-rise buildings.

The 300-ton
weight and
associated control
unit are installed
524 meters above
the ground.

The weight installed in the Shanghai World Financial Center in
2008 was 150 tons, but the Ping An Finance Center weight will be
double that at 300 tons.
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Our Technologies, Your Tomorrow
Introducing MHI Group solutions to global issues achieved through diligent research
and persistent strengthening of its technological capabilities.

FEATURED
DOMAIN

Machinery, Equipment & Infrastructure
Offering wide range of products/services from mass and medium-lot products to plants, we play key
roles in infrastructure development of countries around the world, connecting people to people and
business to business

Europe
As automotive environmental regulations become more stringent in Europe,
MHI’s turbochargers are being adopted to make diesels compliant.

Large-scale
centrifugal chiller,
AART-270I each
with 2,500
refrigeration tons
ton capacity

Complying with environmental regulations
Cooling Saudi Arabia’s air

MHI and Hyflux contract signing for Tuas 6th waste to energy plant

Turning Singapore’s Waste
to Energy

Singapore

Singapore will soon have even greater waste-to-energy (WtE) capacity
thanks to a new plant to be built and managed by the MHI Group and
Hyflux Ltd. (a leading Singapore water treatment and supply specialist).
The new incinerator at Tuas will be able to turn 3,600 tons/day of garbage
into 120 MW of power. Once construction is completed in the first half of
2019, the partners will manage, operate and maintain the plant for 25
years. With three such WtE plants already built in Singapore, including the
Tuas South WtE in operation since 2000 and ranked among the world's
largest in processing capacity of 4,320 tons/day, the new facility will
greatly serve to further promote the MHI Group as the leading player in the
region.With this latest project the MHI Group hopes to establish a
successful model for public-private partnership projects in Southeast Asia
and make a significant contribution to global environmental progress.

The world’s most efficient turbocharger meets
Europe’s demanding environmental rules
Automakers face new challenges in the European market as environmental
regulations become increasingly strict, particularly fuel consumption
standards. In Europe, where diesel engines predominate, turbochargers are
seen as the key to environmental compliance as they help reduce emissions
by controlling air volume in the engine and allow smaller engines to be used
with no loss of performance. MHI has developed the world’s most efficient
turbocharger by leveraging its expertise in high-speed rotating machinery to
continually upgrade performance and quality. This year, MHI’s turbocharger
production is expected to set a new record as the company aims for ten
million unit sales by 2017. While the majority of turbocharged engines have
been diesel and will continue to be a key part of this growth, automakers are
increasingly equipping gasoline powertrains with turbochargers.
MHI will contribute to environmental progress by expanding
turbocharger production sites close to its automaker customers around
the world, by accelerating new product development, and by entering into
new technology domains.
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Turbocharger

Saudi Arabia

Visitors and residents of Medina, Saudi Arabia, will soon enjoy more
comfortable air temperature thanks to the installation of 80 large-scale
centrifugal chillers, made by MHI, in the district cooling plant that serves an
urban development project in the desert city. With total refrigeration capacity
of nearly 200,000 tons, these centrifugal chillers will be responsible for
supplying chilled water to an area spanning about 1.6 million square meters.
MHI won the contract on the strength of its chillers’ reputation for high-level
refrigeration efficiency and environmental performance. Delivery of these
AART-270I centrifugal chillers began in the fall of 2015.
EVOL 4FGR-100
Flexo folder gluer

Cladding the world in cardboard
EVOL, corrugated box making machine manufactured by Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries Printing & Packaging Machinery, Ltd. (MHI-PPM), is making a name
for itself around the world. Used to produce cardboard boxes, EVOL’ s superior
productivity and quality led to a recent order for dozens of units from a leading
packaging manufacturer in the U.S. This came on the heels of recent orders
from Asia and Europe.

In addition to the Machinery, Equipment & Infrastructure domain featured in this issue,
the business and products of all MHI domains serve an active role throughout the world.

Energy & Environment

The global market for turbochargers is expected to
grow by 50% over the next four years – with half
that market growth coming from Europe.

Provides optimal solutions beneficial to society in the
thermal, nuclear and renewable energy fields, environmental water and flue gas treatment and industrial
infrastructure, including chemical plants MHI offers

Commercial Aviation &
Transportation Systems

Delivers reliable and advanced land, sea and air
transportation systems for transportation and
logistics infrastructures, such as civilian aircraft,
commercial ships and transit networks

Integrated Defense &
Space Systems

Contributes to safety and security with integrated
defense systems and space-related services for
land, sea, air and space, e.g., defense aircraft
and launch vehicles
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Compressor Design Team
Compressor Engineering & Design Section
Engineering & Design Division
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Compressor
Corporation
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Ai Ikeno
Ai Ikeno is in charge of designing external
parts, such as casings and external piping, for
MCO compressors. She takes pride in her
work at the heart of the plant and enjoys
designing products that will be used by
customers worldwide.
She strives to make pipework designs more
efficient by accumulating knowledge and
sharing it with the members of her team. But
it’s a daily challenge to balance the
responsibilities of the job and parenthood.
★ See P.10

My Motivation
The time I spend with
my two-year-old
daughter is very
precious to me.
Knowing I have to pick
her up at nursery school
focuses me on getting
the job done right and
done on time.

Notice
First published as the external PR magazine
titled Mitsubishi Heavy Industries in 1964,
“MHI Graph” has been showcasing a myriad
of MHI Group enterprises and their
state-of-the-art technologies. However, we
discontinue its publication in printed form
with this issue No. 180, and hereafter switch
to online content that will allow more timely
deliveries of the latest news. With our
website as the base, we will be offering more
fulfilling information than ever. Your
continued support is appreciated.

